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In an audiotape titled "Jerusalem Will Not Be Judaized", produced by As-Sahab and 
released on July 19, 2010, Dr. Ayman al-Zawahiri addressed President Obama: "0' 
Obama, whether you admit or not, the Muslims have defeated you in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, and they will defeat you-and the powers that brought you-soon 
Ins hallah in Palestine, Somalia, and the Islamic Maghreb. Not only will you be defeated 
militarily and economically, but alsa, most importantly, you were defeated morally and 
constituently." He harshly criticized Muslims who applauded Obama's speech in Cairo 
despite the fact that "His criminal, invasive forces were occupying Afghanistan, Iraq 
and the Gulf, and wide ranges in Pakistan, Egypt, Jordan, the Islamic Maghreb and 
Yemen ... " 
 
He then argues that "we are the greatest reason in losing Palestine because some of us 
are requesting to unify with the Arab Zionists and call them with prefixes like brother 
and president... to the end of these falsehoods, in which they realize their own lies." For 
Zawahiri, "Arab Zionists are more dangerous ... than the Jewish Zionists. Who is 
sanctioning our people in Gaza and circulates them with a metal wall underground? 
Who? Isn't it the head of the Arab Zionists Husni Mubarak? .. And who is helping the 
Mossad in killing the mujahideen and imprisoning them? Isn't he the Arab Zionist 
Mahmoud Abbas?" He counsels that "we first have to liberate ourselves in order to 
liberate what is outside of it; we will not liberate our homelands if we are weak slaves 
with our fear, incompetence, greed and delusions, with the incompetent rulers and the 
greedy leaders and the scheming cooperatives and the apostate sheikhs." 
 
[Poetry] 
 
"Muslim brothers everywhere: peace upon you and Allah's mercy and blessings, and 
thereafter:" 
 
"I want to talk to you about the dangerous events that are continuing against us, and 
especially what occurs in Bayt al-Maqdis [Jerusalem] and its corners, in regards to 
dangerous plans [focusing] to Judaize Palestine and destroy the blessed al-Aqsa 
Mosque, amidst the Arab and Islamic governmental defeatism and complicity." 
 
"But, before I start this painful, sorrowful matter, I see [fit] to present you with good 
news that heal the hearts of the faithful Muslims and raise their self-esteem and 
increases their determination and charges their motivation to continue Jihad and 
continue their sacrifices, efforts and preparation for the big battle in the folds of 
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Bayt al-Maqdis soon Allah-willing; thus, I celebrate to my Muslims, patient and 
mujahid nation the good news concerning the nearing openness in Khorasan; the 
steadfast, victorious castle of Islam, with Allah's support and might." 
 
"In the dear, proud Afghanistan, the forces of the Crusaders, their allies, their ragtag, 
and their hypocrite, apostate followers and road bandits, and the entire world 
witnessed the media noise the international Crusade has created regarding the 
And Marjah is a small village in Helmand, and the continuous news broadcasts 
showed that Obama is following the news of Marja operation hour by hour, and the 
broadcasts are talking about the forces and hordes heading towards Marjah. Then, 
the news began to shorten and began to speak about a vicious resistance in Marjah. 
Then the news went silent because the mujahideen increased their attacks on the 
forces of the Cross, and their apostate collaborators." 
 
"And before Marjah, the Crusaders created a huge havoc regarding the arrest of 
Mulla Bradar-may Allah release him-and the [political] analysts came out 
claiming knowledge about secret matters in order to illustrate to the Islamic nation 
that capturing Mulla Bradar will weaken the power of the mujahideen of the Islamic 
Emirate. But the Jihadist resistance in Marjah was not impacted due to capturing 
Mulla Bradar-may Allah release him-but [on the contrary) the mujahideen of the 
Islamic Emirate surprised them with a meshing martyrdom operation in a hotel in 
the middle of Kabul, nearby to the Ministry of Interior. Then, the Crusaders 
attempted to cover up their failure so they began speaking about an awaited huge 
operation in Qandahar, so the mujahideen rushed before them with a series of 
attacks and martyrdom operations in the middle [of Qandahar) against the security 
leadership and the headquarters of the governor and Qandahar prison, and the 
fighting continued for two consecutive days." 
 
"Thus, Allah silenced the Crusaders by the austerity of what they received, are 
receiving and will receive Allah-willing, on the hands of the mujahideen ... all of that 
with the Arabic and international media spreading very little (of news] concerning 
the numerous, unique and constant mujahideen operations around Afghanistan." 
"In return, if Hezbollah released one prisoner or launched a rocket [against Israel), 
festivities would be held and it would gain hours [of publicity) on the channels, but 
the truth is [apparent) like the sun; it cannot be hidden by tricks and cannot be 
covered by fabrications; all with the power and ability of Allah." 
 
"And what is shameful is that from amongst the followers of the Crusaders and from 
among their servants in Afghanistan are governments who claim being Islamic—
untruthfully and allegedly, and additional to which are the government of thieves 
and bribe-receivers in Pakistan. In Afghanistan, there are forces from Turkey, the 
(United Arab] Emirates, Jordan and Egypt, and not to forget the international 
cooperation to chase the mujahideen everywhere; the media campaigns that are 
being carried out and by which accuse them (mujahideen] with all kinds of 
accusations, additional to the intelligence cooperation in interrogations, torture and 
recruitment carried out by these [apostate] countries who oppress Islam, and we 
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ask Allah to punish them as they deserve. And, the brother hero, the martyr Abu 
Dujanah al-Khorasani, scandalized them, may Allah have mercy on him, so may Allah 
rewards him on behalf of Islam and Muslims the best of rewards. (Verse)" 
“ So, congratulations and good tidings and blessings to the nation of Islam, the nation 
of unification, the nation of martyrs, the nation of steadfastness, the nation of Jihad, 
the nation of resisting the Crusade-Zionist contemporary campaign." 
 
"And congratulation to the dear, kind, proud and protective Afghani nation that 
taught the giants and titans that victory is only from Allah, and that the Muslims' 
endearment of their Lord and their dependence on Him challenges the super 
powers and deters them back to their truth; humiliated, weak humans. [Verse]" 
 
"And congratulations to the Amir of Believers; the mujahideen, patient, supportive, 
continuing, steadfast on the truth ... Mulla Muhammad Omar Mujahid,· may Allah 
protect him. Thus, congratulation to you 0' Amir of Believers on the definite victory, 
and congratulations before that on what Allah has rewarded you with; of 
steadfastness, solidification, and highness with faith and Islamic against Kufr and 
tyranny. [Verses]” 
 
"And today, we renew our Bay'at [allegiance] to you as you spoke to us and you 
were honest, and you promised us and fulfilled, and you havened us and protected, 
and they negotiated with you and you didn't compromise, and they threatened you 
and you didn't shake, and they promised you and you weren't greedy ... we renew 
our allegiance to you, [based] on the Book of Allah and Sunnah of His messenger, 
prayer and peace upon him, and on Jihad for the cause of Allah, and on supporting 
the weakened Muslims, and if Allah extended our time, we'll renew the Bay'at again 
soon in the home of the Emirate in Qandahar Inshallah, and we testify to Allah and 
the Muslims and the rest of the world on your honesty, loyalty and good deeds, and 
should Allah not will for that, I ask Allah that we meet you in the heavens of 
paradise, in a place of honesty by the Capable King [Allah]." 
 
"And poor Obama comes boasting, promising that the Taliban won't return to the 
governance! [Poetry] 0' poor one, can you promise that your herds will return to 
America safely? You are threatening the Taliban 0' puppet of the arrogant and trick 
of injustice and criminals; we will see-with Allah's help and power-who will not 
return to Kabul because he will leave it flying, scared and in a rush. [Poetry)" 
 
"0' Obama, whether you admit or not, the Muslims have defeated you in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, and they will defeat you-and the powers that brought you-soon 
Inshallah in Palestine, Somalia, and the Islamic Maghreb. Not only will you be 
defeated militarily and economically, but also, most importantly, you were defeated 
morally and constituently." 
 
[Poetry] 
 
"My Muslim nation, the Islamic Emirate and its mujahideen and Amir-Amir of 
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Believers Mulla Muhammad Omar Mujahid, may Allah protect him-are standing in 
the first rank under the banner of Allah's messenger, prayer and peace upon him, in 
facing the ranks of the Crusaders, Jews and hypocrite cooperatives, and are crawling 
towards victory steadfastly, and are presenting martyrs and sacrifices; unflinching, 
unhesitant and unmoved." 
 
"My Muslim nation, the Islamic Emirate today is destroying and refuting the 
delusions of 'the piety of incapability,' 'the Ulama of reign,' and 'the advocates for 
defeatism,' and it is presenting a practical example and realistic in the field in Jihad, 
efforts and sacrifices. Thus, 0' nation of Islam, follow the example of this kind, 
mujahid, and blessed group." 
 
"My Muslim nation, do not listen to those who wrote Fatwas about staying away 
[from Jihad], defeatism, cowardice and inanition; do not listen to the 'Jurists of the 
Marines' (apostate Islamic clerics] who allowed those who claim to be Muslims in 
the American Crusader army, to fight and kill Muslims and to destroy their 
countries, violate their honors, burn their villages and homes, kill their women and 
children, and imprison the mujahideen and bring them to the justice of the Cross 
and Kufr! All of that in order not to lose their jobs and to not anger their Crusade 
masters, and not to even threaten their career future and to not be late in their 
promotions, salaries and positions, for the sake this cruel life's nonsense. The 
'Jurists of the Marines' presented Fatwas allowing [Muslims] fighting Muslims; to 
kill them and to imprison them. [Poetry]" 
 
"0' Jurists of the Marines. 0' alliance of the incapacitated Ulama. 0' supporters ofthe 
Crusaders against Muslims. 0' encouragers of the arrogant against the weakened. 0' 
condoners of Muslims' blood, honors and countries. 0' supporters of the unjust 
against the oppressed. 0' sharpeners of the butcher's knife for the slaughter of the 
victim: where are you now? Here are the mujahideen in the Khorasan of dearness 
and Islam and Jihad teaching today a lesson in the doctrines of unification and 
dependence on Allah and endearing Him, and in Jihad for the cause of Allah; so, did 
you learn anything 0' holders of certificates, degrees, positions, podiums and 
channels?" 
 
"Allah has graced the mujahideen and the Islamic Emirate, and thus they disown 
your Fatwas, shame, defeatism and collapse, and it [Emirate] has progressed under 
the leadership of the mujahid lion, Amir of Believers Mulla Muhammad Omar 
Mujahid, fighting the Crusaders and the apostates and the hypocrites, and raising 
the banner of Islam and Jihad, and watering it with blood and body-parts, teaching 
the world and history a lesson in the dearness of Islam and elevation of faith and 
transcendence of Jihad and honesty in dependence on Allah, and believing in his 
promise." 
 
"You used to allow he who sold his religion of Islam with a cheap price to crawl with 
the herds of the Crusaders into Afghanistan in order to bring the Muslims to the 
detentions of America, its torture centers and courts, which you dyed with the trait 
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of justice. While, the Amir of Believer roars in the face of the whole world with the 
dearness of a believer and the honesty of the mujahid and the conscious of the 
dependent [on Allah], and he'd say 'Allah promised us victory and Bush promised us 
defeat. and we will see which of the promises is more honest.' So, did you learn 
anything? The Honorable ones have rejected your fatwas, the likes of the mujahid 
Nidal Hasan Malik, may Allah release him, and so will you reconsider? Will you 
repent? Do you own the bravery to return to the truth like you were owned by 
caution and fear when you supported the head of the Crusader war? Do you own the 
bravery to apologize to your nation, or are you still implicated in the creek or 
incapability and adulation to the West and caution to receive its grace?" 
 
[Poetry] 
 
"And after this congratulation, I will speak to you, our dear nation, about the painful 
tragedy ofJerusalem: our Muslim nation, we have to face the facts bravely and never 
to run from them, as we are from among the reasons for losing Jerusalem and what 
[the reasons] for what occurs in it. We, with our laziness and disappointment, and 
our caution over life and our favoritism of safety and our self-justification of 
ourselves (or our deeds), and by throwing accusations on the Americans and the 
Jews and our cooperative rulers ... we are the more important reason because we 
submitted to what the Americans and the Jews have enforced, and we kneeled to the 
cooperative rulers and we regressed in waging Jihad against them." 
 
"With the susceptibility to enslavement, which has accumulated in the souls of some 
of us as inherited generation after another, until some from amongst us-those who 
follow the approaches of adulation and reconciliation, and which they are conscious 
regarding its failure-came out to trick themselves that they have contributed 
something [beneficial], and even from amongst us came out who said that Jihad 
against the Americans is a collusion and that attacking America has lost chances for 
Islamic work, and that it has brought America's forces to the Muslim homelands! As 
if it was outside of it, and as if America's bases weren't spread in Egypt, Jordan and 
the [Arabian] Peninsula before September eleventh, and as if we did not know that 
Israel is the biggest American base outside of America." 
 
"We are the greater reason in losing Jerusalem with the tendency to be enslaved, 
which allowed some to say that clashing with the [ apostate] regimes is forbidden or 
Haram (not allowed by Islamic Sharia), or that we shouldn't face those non-Jewish 
'Zionists' except through reconciliation and flexibility and truce-making, or, should 
they [some of us] be honest and show what's inside of them, they would say 'we 
should not face them except with what will not ruin our livelihoods, salaries, 
positions and what we fight over of crumbs in life. We are the greatest reason 
because we discharge our anger inside our throats during a protest that does not 
last hours, and then we return afterwards to continue our surrender and 
degradation." 
 
"We are the greater reason in losing Palestine because some of us are requesting to 
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unify with the Arab Zionists and call them with prefixes like brother and 
president ... to the end of these falsehoods, in which they realize their own lies." 
 
“ Yes, the Arab Zionists we live with and exchange smiles and meetings and 
compliments with, while their daggers are slashing everyday into a deeper 
dimension in our backs; yes, the Arab Zionists, as it is known in the history of the 
Zionists and Zionism that there are many non-Jewish Zionists." 
 
"Those Arab Zionists are more dangerous on us than the Jewish Zionists. Who is 
sanctioning our people in Gaza and circulates them with a metal wall underground? 
Who? Isn't it the head of the Arab Zionists Husni Mubarak?" 
 
"Was it possible for one of us to imagine sanctions of people using a wall 
underground, until we discovered that the Arabs' biggest Zionist, Husni Mubarak, 
was digging it? 
 
That metal wall is a shame on the people of Egypt who left the leader of the Zionist 
Arabs sanction their brothers and families, and anyone who participated in these 
sanctions from the youngest soldier to the Arab Zionists leader Husni Mubarak, 
passing through those who put Fatwas allowing that, is a criminal and Jihad must be 
carried against him and he must be stopped from helping and supporting the 
Crusaders and the Jews against the Muslims and the Mujahideen in Palestine." 
 
[TV Excerpts] 
 
"And who is he who made his intelligence [forces] serve the American intelligence 
and the Mosad available? Isn't he the descendent of the traitors, the Arab Zionist 
Abdullah Ibn al-Hussein .... he who was scandalized by the heroic martyr-as we 
consider him-Abu Dujanah al-Khorasani, may Allah have mercy on him?" 
 
"And who is helping the Mossad in killing the mujahideen and imprisoning them? 
Isn't he the Arab Zionist Mahmoud Abbas?" 
 
"And who suggested his initiative, with directions from the Jew Thomas Friedman, 
and held the conference on the religions dialogue and shook the hands of Peres 
publicly? Wasn't he the Arab Zionist Abdullah Ibn Abdulaziz?" 
 
"And who were those who agreed to hand over most of Palestine to the Jews and 
declared that the return of the refugees cannot happen except through negotiations 
with the Jews, who previously announced their refusal to understanding? Weren't 
they the Arab Zionist rulers through their shameful initiative?" 
 
"The Arab Zionists convened in Surt City (in Libya), so what did they come out with? 
They came out with continuing to choose the basement choice, or what they call the 
strategic peace choice; meaning, the strategic surrender; meaning, directing a letter 
to Israel and to the international Crusade that we have handed over surrendered 
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and put up our hands, so go ahead and do to us and Palestine what you desire. And 
they came out with threats to raise the Israel case by the Security Council! How 
terrifying! [Said sarcastically], they have terrified the world and horrified it and 
quaked its pillars!" 
 
.. And in their decisions they did not object to the indirect negotiations with IsraeL as 
now it is expected for the [Palestinian] Authority to return to any moment; the 
national authority whose president spoke about the peaceful resistance while with 
all his effort he is cooperating to hand over the mujahideen to Israel, in an attempt 
to trick the Palestinian crowds, which he and his Arab Zionist brothers and their 
masters in the West fear its uprising again; an uprising (Intifada) that may flip the 
measures. And, they went out requesting the international community to lift the 
sanctions off Gaza. How ridiculous! Isn't it being sanctioned by the leader of the 
Arab Zionists Husni Mubarak?" 
 
"And, they claimed that they would stand in the face of the attempts of the 
Judaization of Jerusalem, although what is currently happening isn't Judaization 
attempts but indeed it is a practical Judaization, based on a foot and a leg. And, they 
claimed that they accumulated half a million dollars to support Jerusalemites, 
despite that Israel spent until now $17 million on Judaization work, and Allah knows 
whether they [Arabs] will pay that sum of money of not, and if they pay it then it will 
follow the sums of money they dedicated to rebuild Gaza, which haven't arrived as 
of now!" 
 
"And they came out with a decision that they will hold another conference at the end 
of the year to research preventing Judaization attempts; meaning, to give 
themselves a chance to escape from any practical measures and to give Israel 
enough chance by which it would Judaize what it could in it [Jerusalem]” 
 
[Poetry] 
 
"We are the biggest reason in losing Palestine because we regressed in fighting for 
the cause of Allah, and we were horrified by the killing, migrating the homelands, 
the families and the orphaning of children and widowing of women and the losing of 
money and positions, and the lengthy jail [sentences], as if we didn't hear Allah's 
words [Verse]" 
 
"We were horrified by the killing and the fighting and losing life and lengthy jail 
[sentences] as if we already guaranteed immortality in life and guaranteed 
[ourselves] everlasting safety and wellness!" 
 
"We are the biggest reason in losing Jerusalem due to the seepage of the soul of 
inferiority, solicitation, and fondness of the arrogant people into the inside of us. 
Weren't many people happy with what Obama said in Cairo? Although he didn't 
present anything and he conducted a theatrical performance without compromising 
anything or presenting any tangible, real suggestion. And what is sorrowful and 
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shameful is that some of the members in movements that claim to be from the 
biggest Islamic Movements accepted an invitation from the American Embassy to 
the hall of celebrations at Cairo University, and this in itself is a fallout...those went 
and applauded for Obama and that's another fallout, and they came out joyous and 
delighted with what he had said." 
 
“And what is sorrowful and shameful is that he was raiding Swat [Valley] and 
burning villages in Afghanistan, and in spite of that they applauded for him. He gave 
the green light to burn Gaza and he didn't speak about the attack on with one word, 
and in spite of that they applauded for him. He was sanctioning Gaza, preventing 
from it food and medicine, and in spite of that they applauded for him; his pubic and 
secretive prisons, and the prisons of his cooperatives are filled with tortured Muslim 
prisoners, and from them who died under torture like Sheikh Ibn aI-Sheikh al-Liby, 
may Allah have mercy on him, and in spite of that they applauded for him; His 
criminal, invasive forces were occupying Afghanistan, Iraq and the Gulf, and wide 
ranges in Pakistan, Egypt, Jordan, the Islamic Maghreb and Yemen, and in spite of 
that they applauded for him!" 
 
"They are cautious as to uphold their boats in facing the American winds, and this is 
why when al-Baradei-delegate of the Democratic care-came and formed an 
establishment for change, they rushed to participate in it; to book a seat on the train 
of American change." 
 
"They not only were satisfied with walking on the road of failure by accepting the 
constitution and the secularist laws and shouting for fake elections, but also they are 
sailing with the American winds despite that they know well what America's 
conditions are, which it [America] illustrated over and again, and they [ conditions] 
are summed up in rejecting the rule of Sharia, the brotherhood of Islam, and the 
return of the Caliphate, and accepting secularism and democracy and the spread of 
the majority's wishes and the social state, and they are summed in giving up 
Palestine, accepting crumbs from it [land] according to the conditions of Israel and 
America. And they are summed in stopping any truthful defense against the 
Crusade, American military, political and economic presence, and cooperating in the 
war against Islam in the name of terrorism. They know that very well, but in spite of 
that they flow with the American project of change." 
 
"Change will not come except through Jihad in order to remove the invasive forces 
and to overthrow these corrupt and corrupting regimes, and the alternative is more 
failure, humiliation, occupation and dependency." 
 
[Poetry] 
 
"Our dear nation: we first have to liberate ourselves in order to liberate what is 
outside of it; we will not liberate our homelands if we are weak slaves with our fear, 
incompetence, greed and delusions, with the incompetent rulers and the greedy 
leaders and the scheming cooperatives and the 'apostate sheikhs. We are the reason 
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[we are] ... losing Jerusalem. Because some of us were dragged behind who says that 
fighting the Jews cannot be waged but in Palestine and only against the Jews, and 
the result was that the Jews and the their partners have become dominant outside of 
Palestine and their exceeded in supporting Israel, and the result is that they didn't 
stop chasing the Palestinian Mujahideen and the non-Palestinian ones outside of 
Palestine. Hence, the greatest disaster is that some of us surrendered to the trickery 
of Satan; that jihad is [to take place] only in Palestine." 
 
"They [some people] are outside of it [Palestine] so [they presumed] Jihad is not 
obligated on them. And to ease their anger, they hold protests, conferences, [write] 
articles, and sometimes by participating in the farce of elections. And 0' how happy 
the Jews and the Americans and the crusaders with these delusions! They have 
deluded us that Jihad can only be in Palestine. They have focused on the West Bank a 
traitor government that hands over any Mujahid to Israel. And Gaza, they sanctioned 
it and blocked food and medicine from it, and if they could have, they would have 
prevented air from it. And they poured over it [Gaza] a barbaric campaign of air 
raids and fires and destruction that eradicated the green and the dry. And they 
threaten with more; should it grow, it is the growth of resistance. Then, what is the 
result? The answer is clear: imagine the Jews are gathering from around the world 
to support their brothers in Palestine, and we disown jihad for our brothers in 
Chechnya or against the Zionist Arabs." 
 
"Imagine the Jews, from all around all parts around the world and their allies, 
chasing the mujahideen everywhere, and killing them when they can, while we 
remain in a coma that Jihad is only in Palestine and only against the Jews?" 
 
"Our brothers and families in Palestine, Israel and the Zionist Arabs are pushing you 
to choose one of two matters: either surrendering and sitting away [from jihad] and 
accepting humiliation and the Judaization of Palestine and destroying al-Aqsa, or the 
sanctions, the destruction with missiles and fires." 
 
"The solution is to reverse Israel's formula and America and the Arab Zionists, by 
breaking the chains that siege Jihad only in Palestine and my mujahideen brothers 
in Palestine." 
 
" ... jihad in Iraq, headed by the Jihad of the Islamic State of Iraq, represents a true 
hope in changing the conditions and the serious effort to liberate Palestine, so seek 
to build the bridge between you and them." 
 
"We also have to liberate ourselves from the complexes of insecurity and inferiority 
that push us to stay behind the truth of jihad in Palestine, in order to adapt with the 
contemporary, crumbling, collapsing, contradictory Western values. So, we gave up 
on the governance of Sharia and we proclaim or presume that we are governing 
with the governance of the public. And we give up the faithful brotherhood and we 
proclaim or presume that the connection between us is the national unity, and we 
give up the duty of obligated, Sharia-based Jihad, and we proclaim or presume that 
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our movement is a national liberation movement. We give up the influence of the 
home of Islam, and the grace of establishing the Caliphate, and we proclaim or 
presume [faith] in the socialist, secularist country. All of these spiritual defeats 
cannot elevate the Muslim nation and liberate it from the occupation, and achieve 
control for it." 
 
“These values make us servants for the secular international order that which 
believes in power as balance of preference between people, and that it is the right of 
the powerful five [security council members] to rule the world. But in reality, they 
believe that it is the right of the West with its secular creed and crusade bias, 
especially its Anglo-Saxon, Protestant publics to dominate the world and control the 
creatures." 
 
"These beliefs oppose the Revealed right upon Muhammad, prayer and peace upon 
him, and contradict with the Sharia of Islam and its doctrines, which we claim to 
belong to and believe in. and they also are destructive terms and they lead to losing 
faith and life." 
 
"So, for example, if Chechnya was an internal Russian affair, Palestine may also be an 
internal Israeli affair. And if fighting in Palestine is considered a national liberation 
movement, and its people have no relation but the nationalist connection, and 
they'd only rule with the majority rule, so if the majority chose a president as 
Mahmoud Abbas who sells the homeland and the people day and night, this is their 
affair, and we are not going to be more Palestinian-natured than they are. [Proverb]" 
 
"My mujahideen brothers and Muslim families in Palestine and the folds of Bayt 
alMaqdis (Jerusalem): our affair in Palestine isn't one of national liberation, but it is a 
case of jihad in the cause of Allah in order for the faith to be directed all to Allah. 
[Verse]" 
 
"Our sacrifices in Palestine must be with the soul and money and families and 
patience in imprisonment, in the cause of Islam's victory and establishing the Shari a 
of Allah, and control for the state of Islam that which does only governs with the 
Sharia and allies with the believers, fights the disbelievers, supports the weakened, 
spreads justice, lays the Shura [council to govern], and not in the cause of national, 
socialist, secular state that governs with the wish of the majority and disowns the 
mujahideen brothers. And we should consider that the fate of the secular nationalist 
movements that used to raise the banner of cooperating with Satan to liberate 
Palestine, so they cooperated with demons and sold off Palestine and their matters 
guided them to their fate; soldiers and cooperatives for the Dayton Plan; informants 
for the Israeli intelligence, so let us be aware of that, my brothers [verse]" 
 
"Our dear nation, from the mercy of Allah on us, is that hardships are mixed with 
good news [verse]. So, if they situation in the beloved Palestine intensified, then 
your mujahideen children are taking revenge against your enemies at many places. 
In Afghanistan of Islam and Jihad, Afghanistan of dearness and steadfastness, the 
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mujahideen of the Islamic Emirate are marching from one victory to another, and 
the crusaders, and their master America, are in fear and horror and confusion. And 
the Americans are raiding the Afghans with whatever they can of missiles, and at the 
same time, they are offering to negotiate with the Islamic Emirate. And the Emirate, 
and its Amir-the Amir of Believers al-Mulla Muhammad Omar, may Allah protect 
him-are steadfastness, unshaken, and they have not compromised the slightest bit 
their solid, rooted stances; which is that the Americans must first leave and before 
everything. So, many from the former leadership were altered and shook and have 
compromised, but Allah rewarded the Amir of Believers and his soldiers' 
steadfastness and solidification in a situation, which, history is honored to dictate.” 
 
"And in the Iraq of Islam and Jihad and the Caliphate, the mujahideen are steadfast, 
and the Islamic State of Iraq remains steadfast like the high mountain that 
challenges storms and earthquakes. And 0 how much the Crusaders attempted, 
financed, plotted, and fought [against the mujahideen] but the Islamic State of Iraq is 
steadfast, and is fighting the Americans and their traitor cooperatives and their 
puppet government. Every time they [enemies] wake up from a shock, it [lSI] rushed 
responding with a[nother] slap. Every time they survive a hit, it rushed with a more 
austere one. 
 
[Poetry] 
 
"In the end, the Americans decided to leave and leave behind their cooperatives to 
face their fate on the hands of the Islamic State of Iraq with the grace and will of 
Allah. Iraq is waiting for climatic days and huge events, and will result in victory for 
Islam and Jihad, Allah-willing, and the flag of Jihad will rise with it in the horizon, 
warning about the upcoming crawl [offighters] towards Bayt al-Maqdis [Jerusalem], 
Allah-willing. 0' men of Iraq, its honorable and free ones, here's America, with the 
grace and power of Allah, is gathering her luggage to leave, but she seeks to leave 
behind her tails [comprised] of agents and secularists. Thus, stand alongside the 
mujahideen of the Islamic State of Iraq against this wicked alliance. As, Allah has 
graced you by removing the snake-head [America], so don't leave its tail." 
 
"And in Somalia, the knights of unification and Jihad are taking off [for Jihad] against 
the herds of the Crusade campaign in the East of Africa, and th ey are uncovering the 
truth about the operatives who appear religious while in reality are agents to the 
Crusade campaign and its soldiers and servants." 
 
"The knights of unification and Jihad in Somalia have uncovered the truth about 
Sheikh Sharif Ahmad and his posse, and both sides became distinct, and both teams 
became distinguished. One team doesn't oblige but to unification (Tawhid), liberating 
the homelands of Muslims from [the hands of] every aggressive invader, and does 
not accept but to establish the Sharia completely, and another team who begs the 
Crusader America and her sisters rescue it, assist it, promise it and give it hope, 
because he [enemy team/apostate ruler] is their man; their sponsor, and trusted 
over their interests. And Satan promises them self-Ioathing.” 
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"And so, the Ulama of Sultan (apostate Islamist jurists) in the [Arab] Gulf rushed to 
hold a reconciliation conference in Somalia. And by reconciliation they mean 
reconciliation between the troops of the crusaders and the troops and lions of 
unification and Jihad .. .in order to rescue Sharif's government from its 
predetermined fate on the hands of the knights of unification and jihad, Allahwilling. 
And this is [also] the fate of 'Sheikhs of Information;' the 'Turbans of Intelligence;' 
every time they sense the emergence of facts and the defeat of falsehood, they rush to 
the rescue of cooperatives of the disbelieving invaders, and manipulate the matters 
of unification and Jihad. But, 0' wishful thinking; as the mujahideen have determined 
to continue Jihad until victory or martyrdom in the cause of Allah [poetry]" 
 
"Thus, may Allah reward the knights of unification and Jihad in Somalia, the best of 
rewards as they satisfied the Muslims and cooled off their chests by fighting the 
herds of the crusaders and their hypocrite cooperatives." 
 
"And, in the Maghreb of Islamic (Islamic Maghreb), the sect of truth and Jihad 
remains steadfast in the face of the apostasy and puppetry regimes, and 
connectedness to the international crusade. And Allah has opened for it [sect] 
victories and attacks on the enemy everyday, and therefore, hope lives with their 
steadfastness in liberating the Maghreb of Islam from those who have betrayed the 
sacrifices of the Muslim nation, and hope lives with the return of the unerring 
Andalus (Andalusia/Spain), Allah-willing." 
 
"And in the Muslim Caucuses, [there exists] Jihad and patience that haven't stopped 
for four and half decades whereas the knights of the Islamic Emirate of the Caucuses 
stand steadfastly against all the attempts of the Crusader Russia and her hypocrite 
cooperatives to uproot Jihad and deter the Muslim nation away from it. As the lions 
ofJihad in the Muslim Caucuses have foiled all of Crusader Russia's plans [aiming] at 
destroying them and removing them." 
 
"And from the excavates of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan and from its honors is 
that it was the only country that recognized the Chechen state of 'Eshkeria' and it 
opened headquarters for its foreign mission in Qandahar." 
 
"And in the Arabian Peninsula and the Yemen of faith and wisdom; the place of 
revelation and the destination of the prophecy and the extension of battles and 
openness, the sect of truth and unification stands steadfast against the collaborative, 
apostate and betrayal regimes that uncovered their ugly face without shame and 
announced belonging to the ranks of America's cross in its war against Islam. And 
the believing sect is increasing its power against the alliance of Satan, and its power 
is increasing day after day, and the [Muslim] nation's support is increasing in the 
face of the regimes of corruption, suppression, sham, thievery and unifying with the 
Christian pastors and the Jewish Hachams and the monks of idols and rocks. Allah, 
raised and glorified, has rewarded the sect of truth and unification and jihad 
solidification in the face of the wicked Crusader and apostasy storms. While, those 
who used to shout 'Death for America' are now reconciling and shaking hands of 
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America's slaves." 
 
“In Pakistan, Jihad has been fruitful against the Americans with the rise of a jihadist 
young powerful movement that threatens the existence of a democratic secularist 
system and abidance to the laws of the English, and it uncovers the moldy ugly face 
of the government of thieves and the generals of apostasy and bribery." 
 
[Excerpts from recordings for Mawlana Abdulrashid Ghazi, and Al Qaida in Pakistan 
Dr. Wahid Arshad, and lastly Hakimullah Masood leader of Tehrik-e- Taliban Pakistan 
and Mawlawi Wali aI-Rahman] 
 
"And with Jihad in Afghanistan nearing toward a definite victory Allah-willing, the 
losses of the Pakistani government and its army are becoming definite-those that 
have lost the faith and life. And, they must face the facts they have run away from, 
and they must pay the price of betrayal, bribes and crimes that have [previously] 
been committed." 
 
"As for our brothers in Kashmir, I say to them: we have not forgotten about you and 
we will not forget about you, Allah-willing, and Islam is coming Allah-willing, so 
prepare for good news of Allah's openness." 
 
"Our dear nation, do not lose hope as your children are gammg victory in 
Afghanistan against the Americans, so do not be effected by the trickery of America, 
its power and its might, and here it is before you being defeated in Afghanistan, 
withdrawing from Iraq, failing in Somalia, and it trying unsuccessfully to prevent the 
Jihadist current in the Islamic Maghreb." 
 
[Poetry] 
 
"So, await good news our nation, and do not accept the 'magic of incapability monks' 
who are seeking to submit you to your enemy, and so, our dear nation, it is 
inevitable for us to have new awareness and a new spirit by which we can destroy 
the chains of 'greed in life' and the seepage of fear, and by which we can fly to the 
sky of victory and openness, with wings of determination and seriousness and 
dependence upon Allah." 
 
"We must have a new spirit to push us to command with benevolence and forbid 
what is malevolence with ourselves before we practice it with others. The members 
in the groups must keep their leadership holding responsibility and they must work 
to correct its [group's] approach in order to prevent incapable leadership that does 
not have the ability for confrontation from controlling them. I don't call upon the 
members of the [Jihadist] groups to leave them, but I call them to correct them and 
bring them back to the way of Shari. If medicine cannot treat then they should 
present [their] loyalty to Allah and to the messenger over any other loyalties." 
 
"As for the youth of Islam who are liberated from the suspicions of incapability and 
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voidance [of Jihad], who yearns for Jihad and sacrifice in order to remove the Kuffar 
from their [Muslim people] land and to establish Allah's Shari a on His earth, I say to 
them: prepare and put the effort in preparation, and be skillful at your work, and 
exhaust all of your energies in it, and do not rush in your preparations, but prepare 
with all of your abilities and then go forth like lions against your enemies, and do 
not fear imprisonment or death or injury as here your brothers from Chechnya to 
the Islamic Maghreb aren't afraid from imprisonment or death or injury. Thus, 
follow their example." 
 
[Poetry] 
 
"As for the people with money, I remind them in Allah about their wealth and the 
Jihad need for money and that Allah, raised and glorified, the Creator and all-
Rewarding, is capable of taking back what he has granted them [of money] and then 
punish them for their stinginess. [Verse)" 
 
"As for those with qualifications and expertise and skills that which jihad needs, 
they shouldn't hold back with what Allah has given them to serve Jihad. And they 
must leave for jihad, and if they couldn't, then they should assist whomever they 
could from the mujahideen, or at least, they should spread their news so the 
Muslims and the mujahideen can benefit from them." 
 
"As for the knights of the Jihadist media, I say to them: may Allah reward you the 
best of rewards for your well-done work in serving Islam, and be informed that you 
are in a great trench from the trenches of Islam, and the tyrants of today are very 
annoyed by your efforts as your efforts have shown fruits among the Muslim nation. 
In the Muslim societies, spread awareness and encourage the nation and wake it up, 
and fight the spirit of incompetency and surrender and cowardice and their 
advocates, and uncover the traitors and the nation's enemies who claim Islam 
falsely from among the rulers and the position-seeking unrighteous Ulama and 
writers and politicians. Continue on the path of sacrifice and giving, and what you 
sense of success should not push you to ease and tolerate but master your work and 
embrace them and exhaust your abilities, as you are [engaged] in a battle wherein 
you face the kingdom of Satan with all of its methods of encouragement and 
intimidation, tricks and schemes, so seek Allah's help and do not be incapable, and 
focus on the will of victory for Islam, and be loyal only to Allah in your work, and 
may Allah care for you, protect you, and support your with his help." 
 
"As for our Muslim mother, our sister and our daughter [referring to female 
Muslims], I say to her: 0' how great is the duty you were entrusted. Be steadfast in 
your trench as the nations of Kufr are seeking to fight your Hijab (head veil) and 
purity. Face [against] them with faithful, mujahid pride. And raise your kids on Jihad 
and sacrifice, and prepare them to be mujahideen to sacrifice their souls and money 
for the cause of Allah." 
 
"As for the oppressed everywhere in this life, I say to them: today we are defeating 
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your enemy with the power of Islam and faith, before which the powers of 
technology. money and tyranny have fallen, so pressure the Western Empire that 
has crushed you and spoiled even the air you breath." 
 
"As for my lion brothers in the chains, I assure them that we have not forgotten 
about them and we will not forget them ... " 
 
 
 
From Flashpoint Intel/flashpoint-intel.com 


